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Introduction

Description of Participants
These participants were all sixth graders from the same school in Oakland, interviewed
throughout the day during science class.  The teacher mentioned that their academic
achievement abilities covered “a good range,” but unlike last time, this teacher did not give me
specific rankings (e.g., Low, Medium, High performers) for each student.

Primary Objectives
There were two primary objectives for this “rangefinding” cognitive lab session:

1. How well do students perform on a series of increasingly complex tasks involving visual
representations of the relationship between the numbers of deaths and births in a
population at a given time and predicted or actual changes in population size based on
these ratios?
This objective is addressed in Tasks 1, 2, and 3.

2. How well do students grasp minor differences in food chains (i.e., pollination vs.
predation at the primary consumer level) as played out based on a perturbation in
population size of the same secondary consumer predator?
This objective is addressed in Tasks 4 and 5.

An additional secondary objective concerning student’s general familiarity with line graphs was
also addressed (using protocol questions tacked on to Task 2).

Task 1: Three Populations, One Time

General Task Description
The bar chart pictured in the table below was displayed to the student on the tablet (sans
handwriting). Students were told that the chart shows the number of births and deaths for three
different populations in an ecosystem, with the blue bars representing the number of births, and
the red bars representing the number of deaths. Students were prompted on concepts of
ecosystems and populations if necessary.

Students were asked to verbally predict what would happen to the population size of each of
these species in the future based on ratios of births to deaths.  They were then instructed to
draw arrows and Xs on the charts to indicate increase, decrease, or no change in population
size (and explain their drawings).



Summary of Student Responses
These are the screen images harvested directly from students’ completed tasks.

Yellow Banana Green Banana Blue Banana

Purple Banana Red Melon Yellow Melon

● Yellow Banana was unsure about definition of populations
● Green Banana, Blue Banana, Purple Banana, and Yellow Melon performed equally well

with highly accurate explanations before and after drawing arrows and Xs
● Red Melon explained the charts in terms of births and deaths increasing over time, not

population size changing in the future.  Despite drawing arrows and Xs correctly, student
still explained future of populations in terms of increasing births and deaths, not
population size change.

Task 2: Population Over Time: Directionality

General Task Description
The line graph pictured in the table below was displayed to the student on the tablet (sans
handwriting).  Students were asked what they thought the graph means, and prompted with
specifics of interpretation if necessary (i.e., “The line represents changes in population from one
time point to the next.  The nodes represent population size [0-1000] at different time points [1,
2, 3, ... , 8]”).

Students were asked to draw arrows or Xs on the green line between each node to represent
changes in population size (bigger, smaller, or neutral).  The task was explained in simpler



terms if necessary.  Students were then asked to explain why they had drawn arrows and Xs the
way they did.

Summary of Student Responses
These are the screen images harvested directly from students’ completed tasks.

Yellow Banana Green Banana Blue Banana

Purple Banana Red Melon Yellow Melon

● Half of the students were able to explain the meaning of this chart fairly well without any
prompting.  Two other students explained it with the help of verbal scaffolding from me,
and one student (Yellow Banana) was still unsure after specific prompting.
All students were given a thorough explanation of the chart after this initial question.

● Some students seemed to latch on to drawing arrows on the nodes instead of the
spaces in between, but even these results can be interpreted to be correct for the most
part.

● It seems clear that Yellow Banana did not understand the nature of the task.  The
student asked: “Can I just make it into one straight line?” but had also explained that the
nodes represent “different measurements of the time they’re dying”

Task 3: Population Over Time: Magnitude

General Task Description
The combination of line graph and bar charts pictured in the table below was displayed to the
student on the tablet (sans handwriting).  Students are told that these two charts are just like the
ones they’ve already seen, only now they’re combined.  Students were prompted as necessary



for interpretation.  Students were asked to draw a line from each space between the dots on the
green line to the bar graph that best described the magnitude and direction of change in the size
of the rabbit population -- and they were told that it is OK to draw more than one line to any of
the bar graphs.  The task was explained in simpler terms if necessary.  Students were then
asked to explain why they had drawn the matching lines the way they did.

Summary of Student Responses
These are the screen images harvested directly from students’ completed tasks.

Yellow Banana Green Banana Blue Banana

Purple Banana Red Melon Yellow Melon

● again, most students (2/3) drew lines to nodes instead of sections despite specific
instruction

● with the exception of Yellow Banana, students drew matching lines mostly correctly or
completely correctly (nodes issue aside)

● also, with the exception of Yellow Banana and Green Banana, students made good or
great explanations of the connections they had drawn between the population graph and
the bar charts



Familiarity with Line Graphs

General Task Description
At the completion of Task 2, students were asked additional questions about the line graph:

● Where else have you seen graphs like this?
● Do you remember what they were called?

Summary of Student Responses
With the exception of Green Banana, when asked, students mentioned that they had seen
graphs like these (line graphs) before -- mostly in math class during fifth grade.  Most of those
that had seen them before also remembered (with varying levels of clarity) that they are called
line graphs.

Familiarity with Food Chains

General Task Description
Prior to beginning Task 4, students were asked whether or not they were familiar with the
concept of food chains.

Summary of Student Responses
With the exception of Yellow Banana, students were familiar with food chains.  Green Banana
was the least familiar of the rest of the students.

Task 4: Predation

General Task Description
The combination of three species food chain with corresponding empty and completed circles
pictured  below was displayed to the student on the tablet (sans handwriting).  Students were
asked to imagine an island with the following predatory food chain: the beetles eat the flowers
(and get energy), and the lizards eat the beetles (and get energy).  Students were informed that
the down arrow in the circle below the lizard means the population of lizards has gotten smaller.

Students were asked to draw arrows in the other two circles to show what would happen to the
size of the populations of beetles and flowers after the size of the lizard population gets smaller.
Students were then asked to explain why they had drawn arrows the way they did.



Summary of Student Responses
This is a representative screen image harvested directly from one student’s completed task.

Yellow Melon

● While Yellow Banana and Green Banana both drew incorrect responses, all other
students completed this task flawlessly, including rather sophisticated explanations.

● Yellow Banana’s explanations of those incorrect arrows were based on the student’s own
observations of the real world -- “this one [flowers] goes higher because I see more
flowers than beetles [when student is outside]” -- as opposed to the context of the task at
hand.  Remember, Yellow Banana was not familiar with food chains.

Task 5: Pollination

General Task Description
The combination of three species food chain with corresponding empty and completed circles
pictured  below was displayed to the student on the tablet (sans handwriting).  Students were
asked to imagine another island with the following pollination food chain: the bees eat the flower
nectar (and get energy) and spread pollen between the flowers to help them reproduce, and the
lizards eat the beetles (and get energy).  Students were informed that the down arrow in the
circle below the lizard means the population of lizards has gotten smaller.

Students were asked to draw arrows in the other two circles to show what would happen to the
size of the populations of beetles and flowers after the size of the lizard population gets smaller.
Students were then asked to explain why they had drawn arrows the way they did.

Summary of Student Responses



This is a representative screen image harvested directly from one student’s completed task.

Yellow Melon

● With the exception of Green Banana, all students drew correct responses.  These five
students also had good to great explanations of their predictions, with the exception of
Yellow Banana, who provided a rationale similar to the previous task -- in other words a
correct drawing for the wrong reason.

Additional Thoughts
Students did not report any additional relevant thoughts when prompted at the conclusion of the
protocol.

Final Summary
For a final summary of this cognitive lab, I will address each of the two primary objectives.

Births, Deaths, and Populations
Objective One
How well do students perform on a series of increasingly complex tasks involving
visual representations of the relationship between the numbers of deaths and
births in a population at a given time and predicted or actual changes in
population size based on these ratios?

For the most part, I was pleasantly surprised with the high level of performance that most of the
students demonstrated on these increasingly complex visual representation tasks -- especially
Task 3.  In fact, considering that this was a rangefinding cognitive lab, it is a bit disconcerting
that we did not find the upper end of the range of students' abilities to work with increasingly



complex visual representations.

However, students seem to struggle conceptually with the nature of the line between the nodes
of a line graph (representing change between quantities over time), latching on to the seemingly
more familiar concept of nodes despite direct instruction to draw arrows on the lines between
the nodes.

All in all, I’d say that most sixth grade students should be able to handle combining two different
types of visual representations to make connections and create explanations about a “simple
complex” issue such as the relationship between amounts of deaths and births in a population
and trends for the size of that population.

Food Chains, Perturbations, and Populations
Objective Two
How well do students grasp minor differences in food chains (i.e., pollination vs.
predation at the primary consumer level) as played out based on a perturbation in
population size of the same secondary consumer predator?

Again, I was pleasantly surprised with the high level of performance that most of the students
demonstrated on these.  These tasks are easier than the first three, but the speed and
confidence with which a majority of the students completed the two tasks was impressive, well
beyond expectation.

All in all, I’d be willing to conclude that these sixth graders were, on the majority, quite
comfortable dealing with predation and pollination relationships amongst primary consumers in
simple food chains.  Further, the infusion of population perturbations did not seem to phase
these students.


